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by Wolfgang Halbig with Jim Fetzer

“Since terrorism entails instilling fear into a population in order to make it more amenable to political manipulation,
this was an act of terrorism“–Jim Fetzer

BREAKING NEWS! Two Connecticut State Troopers
have now confirmed to Wolfgang Halbig that an
11,000 page document in his possession was “the
script” for the Sandy Hook fake shooting.

The document details virtually every aspect of the
staged event that would be presented to the public as
though it had been a real shooting where 20
children died. This is “smoking gun” evidence.

The script even includes sworn statements from 16
Connecticut state troopers, including that they had
entered the building through the shattered window at the
school’s entrance. Those statements appear to be
blatantly false.

No one who has seen photos of that window could possibly believe that such a large number could possibly have
made an entry through that opening without risking harm to themselves or cutting their clothing. This is not
something that trained Connecticut law enforcement officers would have done.

Notice that the hole in the official crime scene photograph (below) is considerably enlarged from that in early video
footage (above). Since no one was filming that hole before it was created (officially, during the entry by Adam
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Lanza), why is it so much larger in the crime scene photograph? The photo above has to be what it looked like after
the scene had been secured.

Wolfgang, a former Florida State Trooper, observes that no trained officer would enter through a broken window
without breaking it out completely with his metal baton. The difference between the official photo (below) and its
original appearance (above) appears to be proof of the destruction of evidence. And that has to have been done by
the Connecticut State Police.

[NOTE: Wolfgang and I were featured on “Veterans Today News Report” with Stew Webb between Noon and 1:15
PM/CT, which you can listen to at this link . In my opinion, Sandy Hook is even bigger than Watergate!]

Information that should warrant a Grand Jury Investigation

by Wolfgang Halbig

Here is a sample of the kind of information that I now have in my possession, which ought to justify calling a Grand
Jury by the Attorney General of the State of Connecticut. I am providing the text of ten affidavits by Connecticut
State Troopers, most of which cannot be true because they describe making their entry into Sandy Hook Elementary
School by way of a relatively modest hole in the front of the building.

Official crime scene photograph of the front window access point

No trained law enforcement officer would have entered that window without first breaking it out using his baton.
When you have so many sworn law enforcement willfully and knowingly lying in sworn affidavits regarding the
Sandy Hook School “shooting”, it would appear incumbent upon the Governor of Connecticut and the Connecticut
State Attorney to open an investigation of the conduct of the investigating authorities.

Moreover, while they may not realize this, but even a dead Adam Lanza deserves his day in court to prove his
innocence in light of all the intentional lies by police and their supervisors in their witness statements. [Editor’s note:
And in relation to the kind of evidence that has been presented in a series of articles published here at Veterans
Today.]
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This photograph (like the one immediately above) was taken by the Connecticut State Police Crime Lab on 14
December 2012 as an official crime scene photograph. Ask yourself about the truthfulness of the ten following
affidavits, which I have taken from the Sandy Hook script to illustrate why their statements are not credible and
appear to be false, which means that those who signed them may have committed perjury. Here is the content of
their affidavits with my comments:

1. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
(DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)

CFS Report#: 1200704559 – 00017426

INCIDENT ADDRESS

INCIDENT DATE TIME 12/14/2012 09:41

00012 Dickinson Dr Dr/ Newtown 06482

ACTION TAKEN:
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BADGE NO

0837

On 12/14/12 at approximately 0930 hours, I was parked at Troop A writing a report in my vehicle.
Dispatcher Brennan put out a radio transmission that there was an active shooter at a school in
Newtown. I put my vehicle in gear and headed westbound on 1-84. I asked dispatch which exit to use
to get to the school.

As I approached the front entrance of the school, I observed the broken glass on the ground near
the doors. I observed several troopers and police officers inside the lobby of the school. I entered the
school through the broken glass window on the right side of the main doors.

WHY? How is that possible when they the police officers inside could have opened the doors and not
disturb the crime scene? Here is another unbelievable sworn police officer’s statement:

2.  STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
INVESTIGATION REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)

CFS Report#: 1200704559 – 00019631

BADGE NO

0174

Action Taken: On 12/14/2012 at approximately 0930 hours, I was at the
Woodbury Resident Trooper’s Office completing paperwork, when I heard Troop L
broadcast that Newtown was responding to an active
shooter incident. Upon hearing this,I left my office and responded towards Newtown in my assigned
cruiser.

I arrived at the scene.

As I pulled into the parking lot, I parked my vehicle away from the main entrance
and behind several rows of cars that could be used for cover.

I exited my vehicle and retrieved my shotgun from the trunk and observed TFC Blumenthal #690, do
the same. We then proceeded towards the main entrance of the building.

As I approached, I observed a large hole in the glass window to the right of the main doors, which
were closed. TFC Blumenthal and I entered the building through the hole in the glass window.

WHY? How is that even possible when that window has shattered glass everywhere and could seriously
injure someone by all the broken hanging glass? It is alleged to be a crime scene.

3.  STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
(DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)

CFS Report#: 1200704559 – 00026724
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BADGE NO

0149

On December 14, 2012, I was the day shift supervisor at Troop A. At 0937 I was in my assigned
cruiser in the Kmart Plaza,South Main Street, Southbury, when I heard the first
transmission from Dispatcher Betsy Brennan of an active shooter at the
Sandy Hook School, Newtown. I made my way to 1-84 west via the #15 on ramp as I instructed
all my western patrols toward the school, with the eastern patrols to start heading in that direction
(CSP radio time: 09:37:38). I also told my deskman, TFC Chris Kick #811, to get an address for us
so that we did not have to look for it.

While en route, Regional Dispatch De~kman TFC Loomis broadcasted more than once
that the shooter was in the main office area.

As our cars were coming to a stop, Lt. Hofbauer radioed that he and Msgt. Davis had arrived (CSP
radio time: 09:46:30). I did not sign off at the scene. We immediately exited our cars and ran toward
the school’s entrance with our handguns drawn. Lt Hofbauer ran along the driveway, in front of
parked cars.

Msgt. Davis and I ran behind this row of parked cars and then turned left, between parked cars, to
run toward the front door. We all re-grouped as we got closer to the entrance. I could not
clearly see through the glass, but I could see a very large hole shattered in the glass to the right of
the main doors.

I remember considering that the front doors might be locked, and I did not want to stop moving until
I was somewhere with cover. I know that I considered going through the window. As we
approached the door I remember seeing Lt. Hofbauer’s hand grab the door handle, and that I was
off to his right. I do not remember how I entered the school, but it may have been through the window.

HOW CAN YOU NOT REMEMBER?  The lie comes in a later report. How can a sworn trained police officer
not remember how he and the other officers entered the school on Dec 14, 2012?

4.  STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)

CFS Report#: ~-200704559 – ·00251204:

Action Taken:

·BADGE NO

. ’0842; ”

On 12/14/12 at approximately 0935 hours, I was in my assigned cruiser off duty in the Town of
Southbury when I heard a radio broadcast for an ”active shooter” at the Sandy Hook Elementary
School, 12 Dickinson Street, Newtown, Connecticut.I immediately responded to the school,

following the directions that were being broadcast over the radio. I arrived a short
time later, at the same time as Trooper Cipriano. When I arrived at the school, I observed several
civilians behind the parking lot on Dickinson Street.
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I then recognized Detective Mudry running toward the main entrance of the school. Detective Mudry
called out to me and Detective Mudry and I entered the main entrance of the school either through the
front door or the broken window.

How is it again that sworn trained Ct State Police officer cannot remember how they entered the school on
one of the most tragic school shootings in Elementary School history?

5.  STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
(DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)

CFS Report#: 1200704559 – 00019631

Sgt Roden

BADGE NO

0174

Action Taken: On 12/14/2012 at approximately 0930 hours, I was at the
Woodbury Resident Trooper’s Office completing paperwork, when I heard Troop L
broadcast that Newtown was responding to an active shooter incident.

I exited my vehicle and retrieved my shotgun from the trunk and observed TFC Blumenthal #690, do
the same. We then proceeded towards the main entrance of the building.
As I approached, I observed a large hole in the glass window to the right of the main doors, which
were closed. TFC Blumenthal and I entered the building through the hole in the glass window.

I observed Sgt. Cario #149 carrying a child, which appeared to be lifeless, out of the
building. I observed two Newtown officers, and between 4-5 troopers in the lobby area.

Trained Connecticut State Police Officers broke every cardinal rule of law enforcement, especially when
they are observing other officers already inside the school.

READ MORE  Would You Like To Steal 128 Million Dollars?

Mother says, “It doesn’t seem real”, no doubt because it wasn’t.

 

7.  STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT

CFS Report#: 1200704559 • 00041707

ACTION TAKEN:

Page 1 of 3

BADGE NO

0811
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On 12/14/12, I was working as the Troop A desk trooper. I was at the front desk at Troop A when the
“bat phone” rang at approximately 0936 hours.

I answered the phone and was greeted by Disp. Betsy Brennan. Brennan informed me that there was
a shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School.

Upon arrival to the school, I entered the school parking lot from Dickinson Dr. and
traveled to the right side of the parking lot.

I drove to the far end of the parking lot and positioned my vehicle on the front right corner of
the school, near the front doors.

I exited my vehicle and ran across the front of my vehicle to the front doors of
the school. Upon approaching the front doors, I observed that the windows to the right of the
doors were broken and glass was on the ground outside of the school.

I am not sure if I checked the doors to see if they were locked but I eventually entered the school
through the broken glass windows. As I climbed through the windows, I observed a Newtown officer
to my right.

WHY THROUGH THE GLASS WHEN YOU ALREADY HAVE POLICE OFFICERS INSIDE? Trained Connecticut
State Police Officers again having to enter the front of the school through the broken shot-out glass
window makes no sense. Why do that? Police are already inside.

8. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY- Page 1 of 2
INVESTIGATION REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)

CFS Report #: 1200704559 – 00027950

ACTION TAKEN:

On 12/14/12 at approximately 0935 hours, I was in Southbury, CT when Troop A dispatch put out a
broadcast that there was an active shooter situation in Newtown, CT. I traveled westbound on I-84
and exited at exit 10.

When I arrived, I went to the front left corner of the building and met with TFC Benecchi. Benecchi
and I proceeded across the front of the building to the front door. As approaching the front door, I
noticed a hole in the glass window on the right side of the front doors.

Benecchi and I met Lt. Hofbauer and MSgt Davis at the front door. We all entered the building
through the broken window and entered into the lobby of the school.

WHY? This is a Lt and and a MSGT who should know better. These four CT State Troopers would have
disturbed the furniture inside the school, since the hole in the glass was not very large.

READ MORE  Florida teens laugh as a disabled man drowns in lake and dies: Video

They should have moved the furniture for others to enter if that was really their intent or again just more lies. Not
one of them removed the remaining glass in order to prevent them from being seriously cut by the broken glass. 
Why is the furniture still in place after all of those Connecticut State Troopers entered via that broken glass window?
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9. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
(DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)

Page 1 of 3

CFS Report#: ·1:200704559·- ’00007591

CFSNO · ·:INCIDENT-DATE . ’TIME · INCIDENT DATE ·.1 TIME

·PRIMARY OFFICER BADGE”NO · INVESTIGATING OFFICER

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT: INITIAL RESPONSE TO SCENE

ACTION TAKEN:

On 12/14/12, I learned of an ”active shooter” at Sandy Hook Elementary School, 12
Dickinson St. Newtown, CT from Lt. DeNecchia.

I then recognized Det. Zullo crouched behind a dumpster on the side of the school with his long gun
in a down range position. I called out to Det. Zullo to make entry into the school.

We entered the main entrance through either the front door or broken window.

So this guy can’t remember whether he entered through the front door or the broken window? If you had
been there, is that something that you would have been unable to recall?

10. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
INVESTIGATION REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)

CFS Report#: 1200704559 • 00011235

BADGE NO INVESTIGATING OFFICER

0336 BLUMENTHAL, WILLIAM

Page 1 of3

BADGE NO

0690

On 12/14/12, at approximately 0930 hours, I was on Route 8 Northbound near Exit #32, in
Waterbury. Troop A Dispatchers broadcasted the report
of an ”Active Shooter”, in Newtown.

Sgt Roden and I approached and joined an entry team. Utilizing the blown out window, we joined
other officers and entered/secured the lobby area.

Why would so many CT State Troopers enter the broken glass window when other officers are already
inside? Why go through the broken glass window exposing you to serious injury?

I have to stop because, as a former Florida State Trooper, having to read these police officers’ witness statements
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Wolfgang Halbig

as to their actions on 14 December 2012 is an insult to every police officer who puts his or her life on the line of duty
everyday.

They are using children and school staff as
props in their conspiracy and causing a
National Moral Panic across our United States.
[Editor’s note: Indeed, since terrorism entails
instilling fear into a population in order to make
it more amenable to political manipulation, this
was an act of terrorism.]

Every school district, private and parochial, is
now having to deal with Sandy Hook, when it
has become increasingly evident, as I believe,
that Sandy Hook was a drill, based upon the
11,000 page script that I now have in my
possession, which was followed on 14
December 2012.

The script is next and then on to The Newtown
Bee… Get ready Newtown Bee.

Wolfgang Halbig
352-729-2559

Wolfgang Halbig is a former Florida State Trooper with 36 years of experience in public school administration and
a nationally recognized school safety expert.

Wolfgang Halbig and Jim Fetzer contributed to this article which was previously published at Veterans
Today.
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